Aortic valve papillary fibroelastoma causing embolic strokes: a case report and review
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Abstract: Papillary fibroelastomas (PFEs) are the second most common benign neoplasms of the cardiac valves and are being recognized more frequently because of higher resolution imaging technology. PFEs are associated with substantial complications that are secondary to systemic embolism. Surgical resection should be offered to all patients who have symptoms and to asymptomatic patients who have pedunculated lesions or tumors larger than 1 cm in diameter. Herein, we present a patient who presented for a second time in 2 months with stroke symptoms. During his first admission, a transthoracic echocardiogram was performed and he was sent home after resolution of his symptoms and a grossly negative workup. During his second admission, a transesophageal echocardiogram was performed and the PFE was found and later excised. While this discussion reviews the literature with regard to detection and management, it will hopefully serve as a reminder to keep this on the differential when the workup has remained without an obvious source.
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Introduction

Primary cardiac tumors are rare. Papillary fibroelastomas (PFEs) are frondlike papillary growths that typically occur on the cardiac valves but can also be found on the papillary muscles, chordae tendenae, the ventricular septum, or the endocardial surface.¹ The prevalence of primary cardiac tumors range from 0.0017% to 0.28%, but they are the second most common benign neoplasm of the cardiac valves after myxomas.² Their prompt detection is of great importance as they are the potential causes of systemic emboli, stroke, myocardial infarction, and sudden death. We present a case of a PFE causing two embolic strokes, reminding us of the importance of keeping this as an important differential when determining the cause of shower emboli in an otherwise negative workup.

Case description

The patient was a 64-year-old male with a past medical history of hypertension and coronary artery disease and is currently a 1 pack per day smoker and has been recently treated for transient ischemic attack 2 months prior. He presented with new onset aphasia and unsteady gait for 2–3 days. Upon arrival to the emergency department, he was found to be afebrile with a heart rate of 48–54 bpm, a respiratory rate of 18 bpm, and a blood pressure of 142/66 mm Hg.
On examination, the patient was awake, alert, and oriented. His speech was clear and slightly hesitant, but without dysarthria. He followed commands and was able to name objects. There was no facial weakness or asymmetry. Other than some mild right upper extremity ataxia on the finger-to-nose test, the rest of the neurological examination was within normal limits.

Our stroke team was immediately called and they recommended imaging studies of the head. A computed tomography scan of the head without contrast showed no acute intracranial disease. Magnetic resonance imaging of brain showed multiple areas of restricted diffusion in the left middle cerebral artery territory in the medial and lateral left temporoparietal cortex and subcortical and periventricular white matter consistent with acute hemorrhagic infarcts, probably embolic. There were also multiple areas of restricted diffusion in the left frontoparietal periventricular centrum semiovale region consistent with acute watershed infarcts (Figures 1 and 2). The patient was immediately started on aspirin, high-dose statin, clopidogrel, and fluids to allow for permissive hypertension.

As part of the workup to determine the cause of his embolic stroke, the patient would have been sent for a trans-thoracic echocardiogram (TTE), but since he was recently worked up for a stroke just 2 months prior to this admission with a TTE, he was sent for a transesophageal echocardiogram (TEE). The TEE showed a fairly large (12×3 mm), bulky, and highly mobile mass on the aortic aspect of the aortic valve, consistent with a fibroelastoma (Figures 3 and 4).
After completing the rest of the workup, it was determined that this was likely the cause of his stroke. Cardiothoracic surgery was consulted for removal of the growth. Because of recent Plavix® (Clopidogrel; Bristol-Myers Squibb, New York, NY, USA) use, the surgery was postponed for a couple of days while he remained on heparin. Surgery was able to remove the growth using a minimally invasive hemisternotomy approach with only 66 minutes of bypass time. The patient’s postoperative course was smooth with only some mild hypertension postprocedure. Otherwise, the patient’s neurological status returned back to normal and he continues to improve with intensive physiotherapy.

The Maimonides Medical Center (MMC) IRB decided that neither IRB approval nor a Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA) Waiver/HIPAA Authorization required for case report that involves no more than three patients, provided the presentation or publication does not have identifiable information and the activity is not considered FDA regulated research.

**Discussion**

PFEs are rare, benign primary cardiac tumors. Their nomenclature have sometimes been confusing as several names have been used to identify them in the past, but PFE is the most widely accepted name.3,4 They are considered the most frequent primary cardiac tumor originating from the valvular endocardium. The valvular distribution predominates on the left side of the heart, with 29% of the cases on the aortic valve, 25% on the mitral valve, 17% on the tricuspid valve, and 13% on the pulmonary valve.1 PFEs are characteristically small avascular solitary tumors with multiple arms that resemble the sea anemone.5

Several mechanisms behind the development of PFEs exist, but none have been scientifically proven. The most commonly accepted explanation for its origin is the microthrombus theory, which hypothesizes that they originate as small thrombi that coalesce on the coopting margins of the valve at the site where some minor endothelial damage may have occurred previously.4 PFEs resemble chordae tendineae and have two layers, an outer hyperplastic endothelial layer and a dense central core, that are contiguous with the valve leaflet. Their surface is covered with numerous filiform projections with an intermediate layer of loose, mucopolysaccharide-rich connective tissue, which is sandwiched between the outer endothelium and the central core. The central core contains an acellular fibrous axis that forms a concentric granular pattern with layers of fibrin and a mucopolysaccharide matrix that is usually acidic.7

The clinical presentation of PFEs can vary between being asymptomatic to symptomatic based on the consequences of severe thromboembolic complications such as myocardial infarction and stroke. Pulmonary embolism, congestive heart failure, near syncope, ventricular fibrillation, and sudden death, while rare, have also been reported.1,8 The embolic potential of the tumor results from fragmentation of the papillary spikelets or even from thrombi formed by platelets and fibrin, which occasionally adhere to the surface of the tumor as is also thought to be the mechanism for stroke in cases of cardiac myxomas.9 Most PFEs are located on the left side of the heart, which increases the risk of systemic embolization.10 In reality, an embolic cerebral stroke in a young patient with no evidence of cerebrovascular disease, particularly in the presence of sinus rhythm, should prompt investigation into the presence of a cardiac tumor along with infective endocarditis and mitral valve prolapse.11

In 2016, Saver12 published a review in which he defined cryptogenic strokes as strokes with an unidentified cause following standard evaluation. The purpose for trying to go beyond the standard evaluation to figure out a cause has to do with recurrence rate. Most studies regarding cryptogenic stroke show that they come with a low recurrence rate. In one study, the recurrence rate was 1.9% in the first year following the stroke, and 0.8% per year in years 2–4.13 Because of the impact on recurrence, all efforts should be made to try and identify the source of an embolic stroke prior to labeling them as cryptogenic. In our patient, the presentation of a second episode of stroke-like symptoms within 2 months prompted a more thorough workup given the evidence of an embolic source seen on magnetic resonance imaging. As a TTE was performed as part of the workup during his initial presentation, our patient was sent straight for the TEE for a better look at the valves and cardiac chambers. It was only with this –a more thorough look – that the PFE was found, prompting immediate surgical removal.

As with PFEs, ischemic cerebral infarction is one of the most common as well as serious presentations of cardiac myxoma.14 However, there are no clear guidelines for immediate medical management following stroke due to atrial myxoma. The treatment of acute ischemic strokes caused by embolic atrial myxoma is controversial, largely because the embolus could be composed of the tumor itself or thrombus, adhered thrombotic material, or a combination of both.15 It is reasonable to argue that the best possible course of action is thrombolytic therapy, depending on the composition of the emboli. Studies have reported that patients with sudden cerebral infarction associated with myxoma in whom thrombolytic therapy was highly effective and pathologic findings suggest thrombotic embolism are increasing.16 However, it remains difficult to draw a firm conclusion from
the paucity of existing data, which consists of single-case reports employing a variety of methods. Therefore, once the diagnosis of a PFE is established, prophylactic intravenous anticoagulation should be initiated, to guard against thrombi until surgical resection is accomplished, as was performed with our patient in the form of therapy with heparin. The optimal surgical procedure for pedunculated tumors is valve-sparing resection of the tumor. More than 80% of aortic valve PFEs can be treated only with shave excision. Aortic valve resection or replacement is generally not needed unless there is underlying degeneration or extensive destruction of the native valve. Evidence from TEE follow-up studies suggest that the incidence of recurrence is very low.
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